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For a powerful presence: TECHART Formula IV alloy wheels in new dimensions for the Porsche 

Cayman GT4 and the Porsche Panamera models.  

 

TECHART enlarges the product range of the popular Formula IV alloy wheel by four new dimensions. 

The Porsche Cayman GT4 and the Porsche Panamera models can now be equipped with the elegant 

twin spoke wheel, too.  

 

TECHART Formula IV 21-inch for the Porsche Cayman GT4: 

The Porsche Cayman GT4, factory-equipped with 20-inch semi slick tires, can now be complemented 

with an additional 21-inch wheelset for daily use. The twin spoke wheel with its bigger diameter 

increases the sporty look of the Cayman GT4 clearly. The dimensions are 9 x 21 OT50 with 245/30 R21 

at the front and 11 x 21 OT58 with 305/25 R21 at the rear. The sporty presence is enhanced by 5 mm 

wheel spacers at the rear. Wheels and spacers both come with parts approval.  

 

TECHART Formula IV 22-inch for the Porsche Panamera models: 

With the new 22-inch Formula IV wheels, TECHART gives the Panamera a particularly powerful and 

elegant look. As the Panamera is equipped with 20-inch wheels as a maximum from the factory, the 

appearance changes massively with the bigger twin spoke wheels from TECHART. For the Panamera 

models the wheel measurements are 9,5 x 22 ET55 with 265/30 R22 at the front and 10,5 x 22 ET50 

with 305/25 R22 at the rear. Needless to say that TECHART provides a parts approval for this wheels 

on the Panamera models. 

 

Individuality, 360 degrees.  

Genuine TECHART wheels embody consistent design and inimitable style. Besides the attractive 

standard color variants, all TECHART wheels are also available in individually matched custom colors. 
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### 

 

 

TECHART Automobildesign. The Brand and the Company. 

 

TECHART Automobildesign GmbH, with its headquarters in Leonberg near Stuttgart, sets global 

standards in terms of premium refinement for Porsche cars. Founded in 1987, TECHART has been 

living this passion for over 25 years under the leadership of the two managing directors Thomas 

Behringer and Matthias Krauß. The consistent implementation of own ideas and developments, the 

company became an internationally renowned brand with over 75 headquarter-based employees and 

sales partners in over 30 countries. TECHART’s product range consists of proprietary developments 

and designs, offering refinement options for any Porsche model and every section of the vehicle: 

aerodynamic improvement and exterior styling, technical optimizations such as engine powerkits, 

exhaust systems, wheels, suspensions or assistance systems, as well as bespoke interior 

personalization, manufactured by TECHART’s inhhouse saddlery and upholstery shop. 

Approved as an internationally registered vehicle manufacturer, TECHART is the premium brand 

for the refinement of Porsche cars worldwide. 
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